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In this 21st century, technology is no longer a distant dream, but a daily necessary. Cloud computing has been promoted and
adopted much widely throughout recent years and is presently a mainstream enterprise technology. However, the adoption
rates are uneven from industry to industry and from country to country. What hinders the universality of cloud computing?
Major faulty beliefs about private cloud can be found below.

1. Private cloud is not always on-premises
Under most people’s impression, private cloud is located in a data centre wholly owned by the organisation while public cloud
is from a third party as a service provider. However, a technology research firm, Gartner, has once clarified this misconception–
“private cloud computing is defined by privacy, not location, ownership or management responsibility”. Thus, such
impression involves two falsities. First, the main difference between private and public cloud is that private cloud is dedicated
to a single customer, no resources or server will be shared among customers, but not defined by their locations. Second,
private cloud is not always on-premises. In fact, many cloud service providers offer off-premises private clouds, enterprises
have the options to choose whether their private cloud is on-premises or off-premises.

2. Private cloud does not equal virtualisation
There is a deep-rooted concept for most of the public that they take private cloud computing as an equal of virtualisation. It
cannot be denied that server and infrastructure virtualisation are significant foundations for private cloud computing;
nevertheless, these are not a cloud by itself. As virtualisation can be carried out in various ways like virtual desktops, operating
system and grid computing, we can see that private cloud does not equal virtualisation at all. Moreover, a cloud can be
defined as a private one when it can be scalable according to different needs and is used by a single enterprise, or when an
enterprise’s cloud-based resources are isolated to the full.

3. Private cloud is more than cost saving
Adopting private cloud computing has also be seen as
cost saving as well. We can hardly regard it as a
misconception, but they should not be treated as
equal automatically. Private cloud is actually more than
that. Adoption of private cloud solution can deservedly
help in saving cost, but it serves more likely as a way to
reallocate resources efficiently while reducing the
hardware and overall capital investment.

4. Cloud is a lasting tool
Cloud is not a meteoric trend, but a lasting tool. As
mentioned in the very beginning, technology is now a
daily necessary which continues to gain weight and will
play a more vital role in the future. Because of its
flexibility and scalability to meet dynamic requirement,
cloud computing is becoming more popular and
powerful in different industries. All these features further
reveal a fact that cloud computing will not fade away.

5. Private Cloud is not only IaaS
With reference of the previous points, we can know that infrastructure virtualisation is a common practice in cloud computing
industry as a major trend. Thus, in addition to cost saving and virtualisation, another closely-tied concept of private cloud is
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). It may be a suitable description of private cloud, but not the best one in any way that private
cloud is never merely IaaS. In most cases, private cloud solutions are tied to more offerings including development and tests. These
offerings are no longer a service of supplying simple virtualised infrastructure, but a higher-level platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
instead. Going beyond IaaS, private cloud enables users to develop any fresh cloud-based applications and services with PaaS.
The above said falsities are surely the obstacles stopping the further popularisation of private cloud. All these must first be
clarified and propagated to the public. Let us do it for the industry and make an effort to broaden the adoption of private
cloud solutions!

Dot Commodity Chooses OneAsia’s OneAsia Enhances Cooperation
Private Cloud for its Overseas
with Value Exchange
Disaster Recovery Solution
International

Dot Commodity is the largest online commodity future broker
in financial industry in Japan, and is implementing an overseas
disaster recovery establishment in Hong Kong based on
OneAsia’s private cloud. What Dot Commodity requires, as a
vast enterprise, is a high standard of infrastructure service
quality. OneAsia is glad to provide Dot Commodity disaster
recovery solution via our top-grade private cloud. We will surely
strive for excellence while having confidence to meet Dot
Commodity’s high requirement.

Value Exchange International is a leading
IT company in Hong Kong. Deployed
mission critical applications on OneAsia’s
cloud platform, Value Exchange
International has experienced our premium services that
exceed customer’s satisfaction. Our remarkable performance of
cloud platform gave customers a great impression that Value
Exchange International is now in the process of expanding into
our private cloud. The solution provided has to be a cost
effective one which is able to run web2.0 internet business.
OneAsia is proud to be the preferred cloud solution provider
and have much cooperation with our valued customer.

Introducing OneAsia’s Cloud Backup Solution – Backup Anywhere
Data loss is said to be a common experience of computer users. In information technology, backup is an important process
of archiving data. It is especially significant in case of any data loss so the backup copy can be used for data recovery.
Traditional means of backup can be divided into three kinds: same machine backup, external drive backup and subscription
based backup service. These are the major ones that most people progressed for backing up data. However, traditional
backup to a centralised backup server is not easy to enforce if the edge devices are used off-premises. Besides, offline
backup media are exposed to security risks that there is no additional powerful security measure.
Directing against the mentioned risks, online backup then provides a compelling value proposition to today’s organisations,
especially for those seeking ways to mitigate the damage of system crashes, theft and loss. OneAsia Backup Anywhere is an
offering of our cloud applications developed to address clients’ needs on the administration and protection of laptops,
desktops, and servers located at remote office/ branch. Backup Anywhere can dedupe, encrypt and transfer your data based
on your own schedule and retention policy, helping you to save both
time and money.
Its global, source deduplication allows daily full backup times reduced
by up to 10 times. With our managed and usage-based service model,
the capital expenditures on internal infrastructure will be reduced. In
addition, required resources for management and support for backup
systems will then be lessened. As our backup cloud maximises the use
of existing LAN/WAN links securely and efficiently, it also helps
reducing the reliance on tape. OneAsia concerns your recovery needs
too. We offer a fast, single-step recovery which allows data to be
recovered immediately. Users do not have to restore last good full and
incremental backups, data will then be recovered in a shorter time.
OneAsia’s Backup Anywhere is definitely a perfect backup partner for enterprises. Leveraging OneAsia’s high performing
cloud platform and backup solution, the backup time can be reduced remarkably when the backup is done over internet,
and when compared with that of traditional backup means. Similar to other cloud solutions offered by OneAsia, Backup
Anywhere is also highly scalable and our charge is on a pay-as-you-go basis, the amount is only based on the volume of
storage with no “per-client” fee added. OneAsia puts great emphasis on security. The backup action is policy-driven and
highly enforceable. Deploying Backup Anywhere, not only transmission across network will be encrypted, but any failed
backup jobs will also be identified and reported to customers. Furthermore, our backup cloud infrastructure is hardened
by industrial security standards. You can rest assured that your backup data is highly secured with OneAsia’s reliable
Backup Anywhere.
For more information, please contact our sales team at info@oneas1a.com.

OneAsia Delivered a Talk in Forum Held by IVE
The Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (IVE) is a leading vocational education provider in Hong Kong, committed
to nurturing professionals valued by industries. The Department of Computing and Information Management of HKIVE (Chai
Wan) and the Department of Multimedia and Internet Technology of HKIVE (Lee Wai LEE) jointly organised a forum focusing
on the theme “New Trends in Cloud Computing and Data Centre Administration” for IT professionals, teachers and students.
The forum was held on 18th January 2013, introducing the new development of
data centres in Hong Kong. It is our honour to be one of the four groups invited
to give a talk in the forum. OneAsia’s Chief Operations Officer, Mr. Vins Fong
spoke on the topic “Cloud Based Computing – The Evolution of Data Centre”. The
presentation covered the demands of data centres in Hong Kong, technical
challenges and management issues facing by data centres, as well as our views
on cloud based computing as an alternative, the beauty of transition to cloud,
and the adoption trend. OneAsia do thank HKIVE for giving this opportunity to
share our insights and to help promoting the industry.

Mr. Vins Fong, Chief Operations Officer of OneAsia,
received a certificate from Dr. Ong Lay Lian,
Associate Academic Director (Information
Technology) of Vocational Training Council

Mr. Vins Fong spoke on the top “Cloud Based
Computing – The Evolution of Data Centre”

Taking Part in China Huizhou Internet of Things and
Cloud Computing Technology Expo
The recent China Huizhou Internet of Things and Cloud Computing Technology Expo was held on 2nd-4th November 2012
at Huizhou Exhibition Centre, corporately organised by the People’s Government of Huizhou, The Economic & Information
Commission of Guangdong Province and Department of Science & Technology of Guangdong Province.
It was an event comprising exhibitions, forums and themed workshops. Acting as a platform for Internet of Things and cloud
computing industry, the Expo aimed to strengthen both international and intra-national exchanges and cooperations
between enterprises and professionals. The event attracted 15 exhibitors from Hong Kong to showcase their latest
technologies in cloud computing and internet of things. OneAsia did participate in the expo that we set up a booth in the
Hong Kong RFID zone exchanging and networking with fellows of the industry as well.

Mr. Dominic Wong, Executive Director of OneAsia
introduced OneAsia’s services to the Expo visitors

OneAsia Enters Strategic Partnership with NextIO
OneAsia is proud to announce that it has formed a strategic partnership with Next IO, a leading optimisation solution
provider. Under the partnership, NextIO grants the exclusivity of its product, vNET I/O Maestro, to OneAsia in the
Guangdong province, Hubei province and Shanghai of China.
It is known to all that I/O infrastructure can constitute nearly half the cost of a typical server rack, and these devices are
actually one of the major management time sinks for data centre administrators. vNET I/O Maestro is then a consolidation
appliance developed as a solution to solve such problems, reducing data centre complexity.
Leveraging the experience in building and operating data centers, OneAsia is able to provide a cost effective data centre
solutions to customers. With the intelligent vNET I/O Maestro, data centre users are benefited in many aspects. The most
significant benefit which brought by vNET I/O Maestro is diminished overall capital cost. Reducing 80% cables, and switch
ports when simplifying deployment of complex I/O, it is definitely a cost effective control as the cost for such components
can then be driven down. The servers are connected to vNET using PCle backbone delivering up to 40Gb/s bandwidth per
user, performance can certainly be maximised and speeded up as a result. While increasing the rack density, applying vNET
also helps to free up floor space. Users can make use of vNET’s any-to-any connectivity to seamlessly integrate vNET scalable
top of rack appliance into any new or existing rack and infrastructures as well.
OneAsia is confident that the strategic partnership formed with NextIO will strengthen our edges and bring a rosier prospect
for both of us.

vNET I/O Maestro, an intelligent I/O
consolidation appliance
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